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II    TWENTIETH CENTURY POETRY
This section does not profess to be a full account
of the poetry of the current century as that would
not be possible within the present compass The
aim is rather to touch upon some aspects of the
poetn and to suggest wajs of approaching it
I   INTRODUCTION
The Poem as an Art Form expressive of Feeling
There is no short cut to the enjoyment of poetry
The onlj approach is an attentive reading poem
by poem remembering always that the poet is
attempting to express personal feeling through a
pattern of words in which their order their a«?so
ciitions and their verbal music are all of the utmost
aignific-ance
Colendge described poetry as a more than usual
feeling with more than usual order and the reader
niAj like to turn to the paragraph on the function,
of dramatic art (13) where reference is made to
Susanna Langer s thesis that art gives form to our
feeling response to life By this is meant not only
emotion as distinct from reason but the whole
gimut of our response to life as human, beings—
what it feels like to use the senses to have emo
sions e\ en what it feels like to think
Such feeling response cannot adequately be
conveyed by logical discourse How often we
hear the phrases I mean Tou know from
speakers who implicitly acknowledge that they
are incapable of expressing the inexpressible
through the medium of prose discourse and must
rely on the sensitivity of thejr hearer to interpret
their feeling The artist s task is to translate the
inarticulate cry into significant images patterns
and forms which convey their import with pre
eision and beauty
It is perhaps easier for us to see how the pamter
the sculptor or the musician can do this and how
like Henry Moore thev may resolutely refuse to
say what their work means for to limit it to
meaning is to divert attention from its
unique value its numinous feeling quality But
the poet in his subtle and difficult art must use as
his material words and grammatical structures
which themselves have meaning from which they
cannot be divorced Although possible meanings
of individual phrases must be established the
modern literary critic eschews any attempt to state
what the poem as a whole means He at
tempts rather to explicate the poem to unfold
its hidden implications to make clear its signifi
cance as a whole We must remember first and
foremost that a, poet normally uses words not
literal!} but with a figurative meaning He
loves to speak of one thing aa if it were another
The best approach is first to read the poem as a
whole and then re read it with particular attention
for the special import of the Individual figures of
speech
Special Difficulties o£ Twentieth century Poetry
Poetry of the current century presents the
reader with special difficulties Hitherto however
strange or elaborate the imagery in most poems
prosaic statements and a rational framework could
be discerned but from about 1910 even these
were often discarded, so that an even greater
receptivity is demanded of the reader
Drastic Social Changes in the Era between (he Wars
For a fuller understanding of modem poetry we
should return to the vital period between the
wars when the masters Teats and Eliot were
developing new insights and techniques and setting
standards which have not since been equalled
Inevitably the poetry of the time reflected Con
temporary changes in society The Georgian
 Books of Verse 1911-22 Illustrate how the fami
liar rural tradition was becoming outworn and it
was now to be maintained by only a few poets
Hardy being the most distinguished and influen
tial For England was fast becoming a predorm
nantly urban society and the imagery of the
countryside inevitably used by Shakespeare
Wordsworth and Keats was becoming no longer
relevant sometimes incomprehensible to the town
dweller
In France fifty years earlier Baudelaire (1821-
67) had drawn inspiration from the city both in
his preoccupations and m his imagery In
England it was the genius and originality of Ezra
Pound (b 1885) and T S Ehot (1888-1965) with
their highly original experiments m theme and
style who now gave direction to a new kind of
poetry urban sophisticated and cosmopolitan
Other social factors had their influence The
horror and futility of the First World War the
Communist revolution the economic slump the
decline in religious faith tbe discoveries of Freud
all contributed to the collapse of the old stable
sureties and left poets profoundly shaken and
searching for new values and effective modes of
expression
Pound Eliot and W B Yeats (1865-1939) all
repudiated the current bourgeois values of wealth
and worldly success which with the rapid growth
of industry commerce and advertising were
becoming ei er more deeply entrenched Stigma
tised by Matthew Arnold in Culture and Anarchy
as Philistine in 1869 they are the corrosives
of art and cause the poet to feel out of sympathy
with society
Pound and Eliot and later William Empson
(b 1906) consciously directed their poetry to a
select minority Intellectual and satirical it
makes no appeal to facile emotion The familiar
metres and rhymes have been discarded The
elliptical syntax the complex organisation of the
imagery the erudite references to othei cultures
all make demands A phrase like Pound s His
Penelope was Flaubert is not immediately clear
Such poetry is not intended to be lapped up by a
complacent bourgeoisie
Another aspect of the new style was indifference
to accepted canons of respectability in subject
and in diction a candour about sex (encouraged
by the work of Freud) and the u?e of vernacular
and slang which In the Sixties sometimes degener
ated into scurrility
Aesthetic influencea
(a) The deielopment of the romanhc aesthetic
One of the prune causes of the change m poetic
method is not social but aesthetic the clarification
and evolution of the Romantic concept of poetry
In Romantic Image Frank Kermode has pointed
out that from the time of Colendge there has been
ft growing conviction in writers such as Keats
Blake Pater and Yeats that the artist in whom
the powers of imagination are allied with a
passionate sensibility has a special quality of
apprehension and expresses his intuitions m a
unique way The work of art according to this
theory is original essentially whole m itself an
aesthetic monad and resists analysis into form
and content Without ulterior purpose or utility
Ha only ranson detre is to be The image
Coleridge insisted is essentially vital not
mechanistic but organic and it has itself been
presented by organic images notably that of the
tree and the dancer
Cb) The IrenchSvmboltsts
In his Axels Castle" 1931 Edmund Wilson
discussed the aims of the French Symbolists and

